The Angular Overlap Model, AOM, is historically reviewed. Solid and surface harmonics are discussed in relation to the model and chosen as real basis functions for the two-dimensional as well as the three-dimensional rotation group. The concepts of angular overlap integrals and group angular overlap integrals are described. Further the angular overlap operators and the surface angular overlap operators are developed.
INTRODUCTION
THE present day stage of development is always interesting to view in the light of its history. It is possible here to view the angular overlap model of the Iigand field in this way, but an attempt to go through the whole history of Iigand field models would be out of place.
For thosewho have a broad idea about the development, it may, however, be worth while making abrief enumeration of some events and of some names of scientists who contributed The electrostatic model as weil as the grouptheoretical simplification of its application was proposed in Bethe 's now farnaus 1929 paper\ which apparently was not much read until more than fifteen years later. There are various reasons for this. One reason is the advancement of nuclear physiai at that time, which occupied the working power of more and more of the physicists. Another reason is the poor mathematical education that chemists in general had at that time. This made Pauling's intelligible valence bond description of complex chemistry dominate the theoretical consideration of this field for twenty five years.
lt is true that Bethe's ideas were elaborated and used by magnetophysicists during that time, but it was not until1940 that the first attempt 2 was made by Finkeistein and V an Vleck to consider excited states by application ofBethe's model These authors assigned the spin-forbidden transitions in chromium alum but characterized the rise in absorption, which we now know is caused by the spin-allowed bands, as absorption edges. Their work apparently did not influence the further development which took place with Ilse and Hartmann 3 -5 and with Orgel 6 • 7 closely followed by Bjerrum, Ballhausen and Jergensen 8 -12 , and by Tanabe and Sugano
13
. Only some of the pioneer papers of all these authors have been cited here, but already with that of Tanabe and Sugano the whole formalism was essentially complete.
The criticism of the electrostatic model from a physical point of view developed very shortly after, and a whole section of a book by J ergensen 14 has been devoted to this purpose. In a more mathematical form the criticism was formulated by Freeman and Watson 15 . Even though the parameters of the electrostatic model have been shown to be without physical significance, the symmetry basis of the modeL so beautifully illuminated in Griffith's book 16 , has given the parameters so long a life in the chemicalliterature that one can still meet them today.
The angular overlap model of the Iigand field qualifies itself by combining the full symmetry basis of the electrostatic model with a perspicuous connection with molecular orbital concepts. For the special case of so-called linearly ligating ligands the restricted angular overlap model and the electrostatic modeL considered as mathematical formalisms, are equivalent 17 . 
THE HISTORY OF THE ANGULAR OVERLAP MODEL
In a historical perspective it can probably be justified to say that the angular overlap model was first proposed by Yamatera 18 • 1 9 , although he applied the model only to six coordinated orthoaxial chromophores (section 6b) based upon the octahedron, and did not realize the more general aspects of the model. Apparently independently the same model was developed for · the same chromophores by McClure 20 . The model has parameters which represent the energetic consequences of u-and 7t-bond formation upon the central ion d-orbitals. Fora regularly octahedral chromophore the d-orbital Ievel splits into an upper lying e(Oh)-level of proper symmetry for u-bonding and a lower lying t 2 (0h)-level of symmetry for n-bonding. The usual spectrochemical parameter L1, which expresses the difference in energies h ofthe e(Oh) and the t 2 (0h) orbitals, (1) is interpreted within the model as the difference between a u-bonding and a n-bonding contribution L1 = L1(j -L11t (2) L1a is here positive because it represents the energetic effects of the e( Oh) orbitals becoming u-antibonding The same is expected to be true of L17t, 362 except for certain ligands of n-accepting character, such as for example 2,2'-bipyridine. McClure 20 had an idea which, on the basis of equation 2, may be expressed as the possibility of a bisection of each L1 value into a (J and a 1t part, thus giving rise to a two-dimensional spectrochemical series (section 6c). Adetermination of L1a and L1n is not possible in a regularly octahedral chromophore where only their difference is observable, because there are only two distinct orbital energies and therefore only one energy difference to observe. However, in chromophores of lower symmetry it is, in principle, possible to determine the individual parameters L1 11 and L11t' and this has also been done in certain cases 21 . The development of the angular overlap model for application to general chromophores took place in stages and without direct connection with Yamatera's and McClure 's work. Rather the results obtained by these authors came out as special cases of the application of the more general model to their particular chromophore systems 22 . The first generalization was made for u-bonding in f-electron systems by J0rgensen, Pappalardo and Schmidtke 23 , who developed the model from a molecular orbital point of view, but pointed out that it was equivalent to a contact term perturbation model These authors used symmetry adapted Iigand orbital linear combinations and considered only systems for which the same symmetry type occurred only once within the /-orbital manifold, thus avoiding the introduction of non-diagonal matrix elements. Perkins and Crosby
24
, also considering u-bonding in J-electron systems, showed a formalism which led to an expression for the non-diagonal elements and proposed, especially for computer calculators, not to worry about symmetry adaptation. Schäffer and J0rgensen 25 gave the model the name ofthe angular overlap model and, in principle, generalized it to apply to an l-electron system of any symmetry, taking into account u .. , n-, ö-, and cp-bonding. They further proved that the model had the character of a first order perturbation model and showed by the introduction of the orthogonal angular overlap matrix the validity of certain interesting sum-rules for the coefficients of the semiempirical parameters of the model. The angular overlap matrixwas calculated for p and d functions. The symmetry basis for the modelwas discussed in other papers 26 • 2 7 and the relation between the angular overlap operators 28 and the irreducible representations (reps) ofthe three-dimensional rotation group demonstrated. The formal ·equivalence with the electrostatic model for chromophores containing linearly ligating ligands was shown in some special cases 22 • 29 • 30 and proved to be of general validity 1 7 . Finally the angular overlap matrices for f and g functions and the corresponding rep matrices for the rotation group were calculated 31 . The relation between the angular overlap model and the molecular orbital model of Wolfsberg and Helmholz 32 has been discussed on several occasions by J0rgensen 33 -36 . 3. THE SPHERICAL HARMONIC BASIS FUNCTIONS ( a) Importance of angular part of central atom orbitals 1t is common to the angular overlap model and to the electrostatic model (section 6a) that the central ion orbitals are written as products of an angular 363 function A (3, cp) and a radial function R(r). The angular function isahydrogen atom function, but no restrictions of this kind are imposed upon the radial function However, it is only when one tries to place the results of the model as a part of a greater whole that considerations of the explicit form of the radial functions come in, since matrix elements over these functions are taken as the semiempirical parameters of the model. The coefficients to these semiempirical parameters are matrix elements taken over the angular functions, which therefore have a particular importance.
(b) The use of real orbitals
The pictorial character of the angular overlap model which made the intuitive basis for its development, is based upon the use of real spherical harmonics as basis functions. Although this does not exclude the use of a complex set of basis functions 2 7 , the real functions are easier to visualize. Therefore this section will be devoted to presenting some of the relevant algebraical and geometrical properties of these functions.
( c) Surface harmonics and solid harmonics As will appear from the applications, in addition to the surface spherical harmonics which make up the angular functions themselves, it is useful to consider also the solid spherical harmonics belanging to them 37 -39 . With the relations: z = rcos 9 y = r sin 9 sin cp (3) x = r sin 9 cos cp between the Cartesian and the polar coordinates the general hydrogen atom angular function, corresponding to the azimuthal quantum number l, can be written as a surface harmonic of the form
as the corresponding solid spherical harmonic. The functions to be used in the present paper are the usual real linear combinations of the Yr functions which form a standard real set2
7 of basis functions for CCX) as well as for the three-dimensional rotation group. The function Y~ is common to the two basis sets and can, normalized to unity, be written yo t [(21 + 1)j4nP P 1 (cos S) = [(21 + 1)/4n]1 (la) (7) where P 1 = (1a) is the so-called Legendre function, Legendre coefficient, zonal spherical harmonic, or axial spherical harmonic. The function (la) is normalized to 4n(2l + 1)-1 and can be expressed as
.
with an analogaus expression for the corresponding solid harmonic
The first five of these axial harmonics are given in Table 2 . We note the property that (la) = 1 when 8 = 0. This property of the a-functions is of particular importance for the angular overlap model. The functions further have cylindrical symmetcy about the Z-axis and are therefore basis functions for the totally symmetrical representation of C <X) ' and as such are called a-functions. The locus (la) = 0 (9) consists of l parallels of latitude symmetrically spaced about the equator 8 = n/2, which itself is a node line for l uneven The locus thus divides the surface of the sphere into zones (zonal harmonics} The nodes of (rla) form circular cones having Z as their axis. 
where (/A.c) and (lA.s) making up the real basis, normalized to 4rc(2l + 1)-\ are given by:
or, by using an extension of a proposal by Kuse and Jergensen 40 , in the common form
where r represents either a sine function or a cosine function. 
By combining equations 11, 12 and 13, the following explicit expression* for (/Af) is obtained
Af -
and the expression for the corresponding solid harmonic
(14b) where for f representing sine we have
* P 1 ,A of equation 13 can be written in the alternative form
which on being applied to equations 10, 11 and 12 and on multiplication by r 1 gives the general expression for the solid complex harmonics 
representing the so-called sectorial harmonics. It is seen that the solid sectorial harmonics are given explicitly in equations 15, apart from their normalization constant. The functions P 1 ,-t (cos 8) of equation 13 with cylindrical symmetry (a-symmetry) resemble P 1 _-t, but they are not spherical harmonics, except for l -A = 1 when P 1 , 1 _ 1 = P 1 . Also P 1 , l = 1 when 8 = 0, the same relation as for P 1 _ k Further, parallel to the case of P 1 _ ;_, the locus (19) which is the sum ofthat for P 1 ,-t and that for r(A<p ~ thus giving rise to a division of the sphere into quadrilaterals or tessera (tesseral harmonics), except when )._ = l.
In this case P 1 , 1 = 1 and the locus
gives a division of the sphere into sectors (sectorial harmonics). We note the important property of the real as weil as of the complex standard basis sets that for A > 0 the functions vanish on the Z-axis and for A = 0 they are equal to unity (section 5b ).
In conclusion the (21 + 1) standard* real spherical surface harmonics consist of one zonal harmonic (Ia) (8), pairst of tesseral harmoni~ (lAs), * The word standard here means that the coordinate system XYZ has been chosen and the real harmonics have been referred to this coordinate system. A rotation of the coordinate system (equation 24) will mean that linear combinations of the 21 + 1 standard functions will be formed (equation 27), but the functions make up for each l-value a closed space for themselves.
i" The tesseral harmonics only exist for l ~ 2. For l = 2 there is only one such pair. In general th~re are l -1 such .pairs.
(/Ac) (l > A > 0) (equations 14) and one pair* of sectorial harmonics (lAs),
The zonal harmonic is equal to unity when 9 = 0, whereas all the other harmonics vanish for 9 = 0. As it will appear, the zonal and sectorial harmonics are of particular importance for the angular overlap model.
THE ANGULAR OVERLAP MODEL, AOM (a) Situation and assumptions of AOM
The idea for the angular overlap model was originally based upon con~ siderations concerning the approximate consequences of molecular orbital models of the linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals type. We cite again the work of Yamatera 18 · 19 and refer to Jergensen's illuminating discussions34· 35 P 95 · 36 of the problems of such models in general.
The Wolfsberg-Helmholz 32 version of a molecular orbital model was considered under two main assumptions 3 4--36 , when applied to a complex consisting of a central ion surrounded by ligands. First it was assumed that the molecule had central ion to Iigand bonds of beterapolar character with the diagonal elements of energy, representing the Iigand orbitals, being much more negative than those representing the central atom orbitals with which the Iigand orbitals interact. Secondly it was assumed that overlap integrals between the interacting central atom and Iigand orbitals were small. LJnder these assumptions the formalism of the Wolfsberg-Helmholz model Ieads to the consequence that the energies of interaction become proportionaJ to the squares of these small overlap integrals.
This was the basis for the development of the angular overlap model. However, it must be realized that this business of basing one model upon a restricted previous one does not imply that the second model is less general, or less good, if you wish, than the first one.
The development of any model is essentially a matter of having a good idea for a starting point and then judging by its consequences. As Professor Hartmann said at the ICCC in Vienna 41 , with a German pun: Modelle werden erfunden und nicht gefunden. 'Models cannot be discovered, they must be invented.'
After this introduction the angular overlap model may be characterized briefly as follows. The model is expected to apply to systems containing beterapolar bonds. With the conceptual pre-requisite of the one-electron approximation the Iigand field V(x, y, z) may with J0rgensen 36 be defined as the difference between the core field U(x, y, z) of the molecule and the central field of the central ion U(r), so that (21) Further the Iigand field may be expanded as a sum of terms transforming as the components ofthe irreducible representations ofthe three-dimensional rotation group. Weshall write the Iigand field here as a sum of V(r) representing the term of the expansion corresponding to the unit representation and * The sectorial harmonics only exist for l > 0, and for l ?: 1 there always exists one such pair. the representations.
The angular overlap model endeavours to represent the potential energy term A(x, y, z).
Combining equations 21 and 22 we obtain the expression
which shows that the core field U(x, y, z) is equal to the sum of a spherically symmetrical or central field term U(r) + V(r~ whose eigenfunctions arealso eigenfunctions of 1 2 , i.e. have a well-defined l-value, and a lower symmetry
The Iigand field part of the spherically symmetrical term corresponds to the central field covalency of Jorgensen 42 and gives a plausible explanation of a nephelauxetic effect (i.e. an apparent /-orbital expansion) caused by the Iigand electrons entering the region between the l-electrons and the central atom core.
With this background it is possible to describe the angular overlap model which can be defined by quoting its three additional assumptions.
I A(x, y, z) can be accounted for by a first order perturbation either upon a d-basis or upon an j-basis. II If the l-basis is defined relative to a coordinate system XYZ, then the perturbation matrix due to a ligand placed on the Z-axis is diagonal. III Perturbation contributions from different ligands are additive. It is immediately apparent that the angular overlap modeL based upon the above assumptions, is equivalen~ in a formalistic sense, to a generalized electrostatic model.
The restricted angular overlap model is in this context of particular interest In this model assumption II is replaced by the assumption that each central ion to ligand bond has the linear symmetzy C oov It is now a symmetry property which allows the following reformulation of assumption II.
Assumption II for the restricted angular overlap model:
If the i-orbital basis is defined relative to a coordinate system XYZ, then the perturbation matrix due to a Iigand placed on the Z-axis is diagonal and the energy of an orbital (l).r) is independent of whether r represents the sine or the cosine function.
The restricted angular overlap model is equivalent to the point charge or point dipole electrostatic model in the sense that a linear relationship exists between the parameters of the two models
(b) The AOM rotation matrix We want to prepare a formalization of the assumptions made in the previous sub-section. We consider. for example, the d-basis set given in Table 3 . The functions occur in Table 3 as surface harmonics as weil as solid harmonics and the common notation, usually used for the surface harmonics, has been included. When a coordinate system X YZ is given, the d-basis set is, for our purpose, completely specified as functions of x, y and z, by equations 8b and 14b 370 because we do not, as stated in section 3a, concem ourselves about the radial pait of the functions. We choose a space-fixed coordinate system X YZ with the origin at the nucleus of the central ion and completely defining a d-set of basis function~ and we shall have this system for a11 the time to follow. We shall also need to consider a movable or floating coordinate system X'Y'Z', with a primed d-set of basis functions, obtained by a rotation of a coordinate system, originally coinciding with XYZ, by the operator R, which may be further specified in different ways. 
sin Ssincp
J3 cos S sin S sin cp
We specify the rotation operator of the AOM as
which reads as follows (Figure 1 ). Take the X' Y' Z' coordinate system with its set of primed d-functions, place it so that it coincides with the space-fixed system XYZ and rotate it first by the angle 8-about the Y-axis and then, after the first rotation has taken place, rotate it by the angle q> about the Z-axis (ofthe XYZ-system !). In this way the direction ofthe positive Z'-axis becomes (9, cp) , where 9 and q> are the usual angular polar coordinates relative to the XYZ coordinate system*. By our rotation the axes of the primed righthanded coordinate system Z' X' Y' coincide with the respective infinitesimal direction vectors for the right-handed polar coordinate system rScp. We now have two different coordinate system~ an unprimed one and a primed one, and with them two different d-function standard basis sets which span the same space, or in other words are related to each other by a linear transformation which may be written f' = Rf = fF (25) * The rotation R( cp, 8) that we have considered does not contain enough parameters to specify a general rotation of the original coordinate system. A general rotation operator 27 is
where the 1/1 rotation either precedes the other rotations and then takes place about the Z-axis, or may be performed at any time during the other rotations and then takes place about the Z'-axis. Rz, commutes with Rz as well as with Ry (see dashed coordinate axes on Figure 1.) where f and f represent the primed and the unprimed set of d-functions set up in a row matrix in the standard order of Table 3 . F is the orthogonal matrix which has been called the angular overlap matrix (see also later, equation 43) . Equation 25 has a reciprocal relation (26) where the orthogonality of the F matrix causes its reciprocal F-1 tobe equal to its transpose F. Let us pick out one of the functions of the unprimed basis set, (t) say, where (t) may be specified either by one ofthe symbols (a), (ns), (nc), (os), or (oc) or, alternatively, by its number in the standard order given here, as weil as in Table 3 . Weshall need an expression for (t) as a linear combination of the functions of the primed basis set By using equation 26 we obtain
where we have placed the primes outside the parentheses specifying the functions. This is unimportant, but will simplify the notation later.
(c) AOM as a perturbation model
We are now in a position to retum to the angular overlap model and we consider a Iigand L(k) placed on the positive Z'-axis. k refers to the polar coordinates of Z', (9k, qh), say. The functional dependence of the expansion coefficients F of equation 27 on k may be written F' so that Fk = F(qh, 9k).
According to assumption I vve are only concerned with matrix elements of the type (t' IAk I w'). According to assumption II this perturbation is diagonal, or, (28) where the Kronecker () vanishes when (w)' is different from (t) ' and equals unity when (w )' = (t)'. erL(k) is the radial parameter, the semiempirical parameter ofthe AOM. When t = 1, for example, we have the parameter representing the a-perturbation of the Iigand L in position k.
We require the general matrix element of A\ (u lAI; I v), taken with respect to our space-fixed unprimed basis set lntroducing equations '27 and 28 consecutively we obtain:
with the special case of the diagonal element when
We see that the matrix elements have become expressed as a sum of (a), (ns~ (nc), (ös) and (öc) contributions. Since F is an orthogonal matrix
and we see that the coefficients of et'L(k) for a given t' summed over the unprimed basis set are equal to unity and that, for a given matrix element 
which are the sum rules of the angular overlap model Since the spur of a matrix is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues of the corresponding secular determinant the rules can be expressed as follows :
(1) For the slim of the eigenvalues of an angular overlap model calculation the coefficient to each of the radial parameters er is equal to the number of ligands, N.
(2) Each eigenvalue as weil as each diagonal element is expressed as a linear combination of er-terms whose coefficients add up to the number of ligands, N.
We finish this sub-section by two examples. Example l(a). One linearly ligating Iigand placed on the Z'-axis, whose coordinates are (8, cp), as obtained by operation 24. We recall that for a Iigand of this type the central ion to Iigand bond has cylindrical symmetry so that the pairs of 2 orbitals remain degenerate. We are then able to write down the perturbation energies immediately. They are:
(er' I AI er') = eu; (er)' = z'
(n' I A ln') = e1t; (ns)' = ~3y'z'; (nc)' = ~3z'x'; (ö' I AI ö') = ea; (ös)' = ~3x'y'; (oc)' = ~3j2(x' 2 -y' 2 ); (34) and the eigenfunctions are (er)', corresponding to the non-degenerate eigenvatue e 17 , (ns)' and (nc)' corresponding to the doubly degenerate eigenvalue en and so on.
If we wanted to have the eigenfunctions written in terms of our space-fixed set of basisfunctions we would have to use the F-matrix (Table 4 
Example 2(a). Two equallinearly ligating ligands, one placed on the X -axis, the other one on the Y -axis. Let us consider the Iigand on the X -axis first.
The results for a Z-axis Iigand can here be applied by performing the following transformation 24 of coordinates (Figure 1 
X -+ X' = -Z. This Ieads to the following eigenvalues and eigenfunctions :
e;; (ös)' = -~3yz = -(ns);' (8c)' = -~3j2(y
The next stage is, according to equation 29, the reverse relation
which can be obtained either by using the F-matrix (Table 4 ) for (Bb cp 1 J = (~n, 0)
or by direct algebra using equation 36. The functions (ns), (nc) and (bs) are seen to be eigenfunctions already and their eigenvalues have been given to the left. We further ha ve to calculate the matrix elements (38) so that the 2 x 2 energy matrix becomes
For the Y-axis ligand, (S~., qJ 1 J = (~n, ~n}, the perturbation contributions, referred to the unprimed basis and corresponding to equations 37 and 39, can be obtained analogously: en
On adding the contributions from the two ligands taken from equations 37, 39 and 40, the non-diagonal elements of the 2 x 2 matrix disappear and we obtain:
(a lA I a) = ieu + teo (ns lA Ins) = (nc lA I nc) = en + ·e 0 (ös lA I ös) = 2en (öc lA I öc) = teu + ieö 375 (41) We note that the sum of the coefficients to eu equals two, the number of ligands. For en and e/J the sum is four, because the sine and cosine contributions have been added for the linearly ligating ligands. Also the sum of the coefficients to all the e 1 for each eigenstate adds up to two.
(d) AOM oriented towards a molecular orbital model
We shall now reconsider the assumptions of the angular over lap model in the light of its intuitive basis. As mentioned in section 4a it was the original assumption that the bonding interaction between a central ion and a Iigand orbital was proportional to the square of the overlap integral between the two orbitals. This assumption is equivalent to the assumption I that the model is a first order perturbation model. Further this assumption serves to clarify the assumption II that the perturbation matrix of a Iigand on the Z-axis with respect to our standard basis is diagonal.
Let us consider a central ion orbital (Mu) which is the product of a radial factor normalized to (21 + l)i4n and an angular factor which is our standard basis (lu~ normalized to 4nj(2l + 1~ so that (MuiMv) = Du 17 For our primed basis we consider functions (Mtt') defined analogously. We now place a new primed coordinate system X'Y'Z', we can call it the primed Iigand coordinate systern with the origin at the Iigator nucleus, with the Z'-axis coinciding with that of the primed central ion coordinate system, and with the X'-and Y'-axes parallel to those of this system (Figure 1) . In exactly the same way as the primed central ion system defines a basis set (Mu'~ the primed Iigand system defines a basis set ofligand orbitals (Lt'). Because both standard functions (Mu') and (Lt') form standard bases for the irreducible representations of Coo!Jl with Z' as the axis of symmetry, we have the relation
We think ofthe overlap integral SMLt' as consisting ofan angular factor, which we define as being equal to unity, and a radial factor S~Lt'· This is justified by considering the integral
where the unprimed central ion orbitals have been expressed in terms of the primed ones according to equation 27, and equation 42 introduced. It is seen that the overlap integral (M u I Lt') consists of the coefficient F ut', which only depends on the angular coordinates, and the previously mentioned radial part ofthe overlap integral. We call Fut' the angular overlap integral between the central ion orbital (Mu) and the Iigand orbital (Lt'). By this definition it is equal to the overlap integral between the two central ion orbitals of the two different standard basis sets. We are now able to consider a general matrix element of our primed central ion basis and express it by its proportionality to a squared overlap integral. In order to have an example which illustrates the generality of the procedure we think of a Iigator which is able to provide a bonding function of (lt')-type with more than one 1-value, (pt') and (dt'~ say. We then have for the 376 part of the perturbation At' which comes from the bond formation with a Iigand orbital of symmetry t':
LI
It is seen that the radial parameter of the perturbation model er is expressed here as a sum of terms containing a squared overlap integral multiplied by a factor of proportionality. The in teresting thing about it, as can be seen from equation 44 , is how assumption II (p 370) of the perturbation model comes in as a consequence of the assumption about the proportionality of the bonding interaction with the squared overlap. Also the resolution of the perturbation A into At' components is a consequence of this assumption.
We check the formalism by evaluating the matrix element of Ar with respect to our unprimed basis
It is seen that if we add the indices to specify the Iigand and its position and sumover the different symmetry types of overlap t', and thereby the different bonding possibilities for our central ion I-shell, we obtain an expression identical to equation 29. In the following we drop the summation over LI, since, as we have seen, for a given ligand it is always the sum of the bonding effects over all the Iigator orbitals of symmetry type t' (pt' and dt', say) which makes up our semiempirical parameter et'. Such a Iigator orbital of ( type may therefore also be a hybrid type of orbital For example, for (t') = (nc)', it could be a linear combination of an (Lpnc) and an (Ldnc) orbital 43 . For the AOM it is only its (t')-character, in this case (nc)'-character, which counts.
The general form of equation 45 can then be expressed:
where the association between the position k and the primed basis functions t' has been emphasized both forcentrat ion and Iigand orbitals. Equation 46 expresses the same result as equation 32 . We note that in deriving equation 46 from equation 45 we have used the assumption 111 (p 370) that the single Iigand perturbation contributions are additive.
377
We now want to investigate the AOM as an overlap model in terms of linear combinations of Iigand orbitals (x(x)t'} In order to do this we introduce (x(x)t') as an orthonormal set of linear combinations of the N single Iigand orbitals (L(k)t'\ and we assume that these for different k are mutually orthogonal, an assumption which corresponds to the assumption 111 (p 370). We can then write
where U is an orthogonal matrix so that L uix ujx = öij where F~t' is called the angular group overlap integralt. The assumption that the Iigauds L(k), making up the linear combination x(x1 must be identical is no restriction, since symmetry cannot ever bring non-identical Iigauds into coincidence. Therefore this assumption only_ means that the matrix U of equation 47 has a block form, each block corresponding to one kind of Iigand. It would be quite reasonable, for these cases of identicalligands, just for the sake of symmetry in the notation, to write or correspondingly et' L(k) = et' x< x > Doing this we obtain an alternative formula to equation 46: where it must be remernbered that the primed functions of the Fx-and the FY -matrices belong to two different basis sets. This has been indicated by the two different sets of sub-indices.
We are now in a position to use equation 46 and we obtain, for example where, as in example 3, the coefficients to the unprimed functions make up the F<d>-matrix elements of the (öc)'-column The full F<d>-matrix is given in Table 4 . It may be recognized that the first column of the F-matrices expresses the addition theorem for spherical harmonics.
EVALUATION OF ANGULAR OVERLAP INTEGRALS (a) The angular overlap matrix
(b) Transformation properties of standard /-functions. Angular overlap operators The u-functions, which are basis functions for the unit representation of the two-dimensional rotation group C <X:>' transform into themselves by any rotation about the Z-axis, so that one may write
where a form has been chosen analogaus to that which describes the transformation properties 27 of the doubly degenerate sets (lA~) (see Table 1 ).
Rz(cp) [(lAs) (lAc)]
F or these we note some characteristics of importance for the following discussion about operators. We have noted previously (p 369) that our standard primed I-orbitals, referred to a given coordinate system X'Y'Z', have the properties that all the orbitals with A =I= 0 vanish on the Z'-axis while the u-orbital has the functional value of unity when (x', y', z') = (0, 0, 1) This distinguishing property of the u-functions, the zonal harmonics, can be applied directly for finding angular overlap integrals of u-type.
As discussed in connection with equations 43 and 45 the generat problern may be characterized as that of finding the angular overlap integral between the standard unprimed centrat ion I-orbitals of our space-fixed coordinate system and standard primed Iigand orbitals referred to an X'Y'Z' coordinate system with origin at the Iigator nucleus. The primed Iigand coordinate system has the directions of its axes completely specified by the condition that they are parallel to a corresponding primed central ion coordinate system which itself is connected to the space-fixed X YZ system by the rotation R(cp, ~) of equation 24 (see also Figure 1 ).
Using equation 27 we are always able to write down a standard unprimed orbital as a linear combination of primed central ion orbitals.
H we take the functional value at (x', y', z') = (0, 0, 1) on both sides of this equation we obtain the result [t(x, y, z)lx,y, z) = (rsin.9COS(/),rsin.9sinqJ,rcos,9.) = F(t)(u)' (r = 1) (67)
We see that for a given orbital the angular overlap integral of a-type along a given direction Z', say, can be found simply as the functional value of the orbital at (x', y', z') = (0, 0, 1). We have considered in equation 67 the solid harmonic form of the /-orbital on the unit sphere. We could as well have used the surface harmonic form and then specified the direction of Z' by the polar coordinates (3, cp~ referred to XYZ.
The angular overlap integrals of more general type cannot, of course, be found by quite the same method However, by the introduction of certain operators they can be found along somewhat similar lines. In order to understand this it is necessary first to consider the transformation properties of our standard functions by rotation about the Z-axis.
We first consider the spur of the representation matrix, i.e. the character x of the representation (Table 1 ). x = 2 cos (A.cp). From this character we see that the direct product for two reps A. 1 and A. 2 gives a reducible representation whose character is 4 cos (A. 1 cp) cos (A. 2 cp) where Our next stage is to observe that the Cartesian differential operators of the same form as the sectorial harmonics transform as real standard representations of C<X) ( Table 1 ). These are formed by replacing the Cartesian COordinates X, y and Z, by ojox, ojoy and ojoz in the expressions for the sectorial harmonics. We now define the unnormalized angular overlap operators as the operators corresponding to the sectorial harmonics, as given in equations 15a and 15b. We use the expressions s (1) and c (1) for these Operators with the common designation 9 (1) as for the functions. The operators up to 1 = 3 are given in Table 6 . It can be shown that
is generally valid provided 9 and ~ represent either both sine or both cosine functions. We now rewrite the expression 14b for our general solid harmonic with 1=1=0
and recall that r 1 -;. P 1 ;. (cos 9) (equation 13 and p 368) has cr-symmetry and a functional value of unity at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 1). If we now operate on both sides of equation 14c with the operator9(1) and take the functional value at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 1) we obtain, using equation 71
The reason for the short form of equation 72 is the following. On operating w~th the differential operator 9(1) on equation 14c we observe that only the term in which r 1 -;. P 1 ,;.(cos 3) is not operated upon will remain non-vanishing at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 1). This is because a cr-function, as a consequence of the transformation properties of the operators, on being operated upon by a simple or composite operator containing ofox and ojoy and transforming as a cosine or a sine function, will go over into a function which in general is a 384 linear combination of functions of either cosine or sine type, and which therefore will vanish at (0, 0, 1).
The normalized angular overlap operator
l .
when acting on a linear combination of (rllt~)-functions (l fixed) will only be able to produce a O"-function out of the (rllii9)-term so that all the rest of the functions that are created will vanish on putting (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 1). Table 7 . These directly transform an unprimed standard surface harmonic (lt) into the general expression Ftw' for its angular overlap integral with a (w') function. 
8y'
) . a r c(J.) = r -
Since the O"-column of the F<l) matrix consists of the (lt) functions themselves, we may also characterize the surface angular overlap operators as operators which transform the O"-columns of F-matrices into the other columns.
We finish this section with a couple of examples.
Example 2(c). We want to show how the operator of the expression 74 can be used to obtain, for example, F\ 7 )(öc)' and F\ns)(nc)' of equations 54 and 55. We then obtain [example 2(a)], using the relations between the unprimed and primed coordinates (see also Figure 1 ), 6. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE ANGULAR OVERLAP MODEL (a) The expanded radial fWiction modeland thefie.ldstrengthseries ofligands The AOM meets with the same major problern as do all one-electron models when their results aretobe applied to actual systems containing more than one electron in the outer shell The one-electron model is itself able to account for the energies of the sub-configurations into which the /q-configurations break up when the I-orbital set is split by the core field.
However, although the energy Ievels which arise from a given sub-configuration are completely determined by symmetry alone, their relative energy depends on the interelectronic repulsion between the electrons which (in atomic units) is accounted for by the two-electron operator .). 1/rii. We see that-apart from the choice of semiempirical parameters, oneelectron parameters and two-electron parameters, the combination of the AOM and the expanded radial function model provides a completely quantitative description of Iigand field systems .
. There is a problern of some importance which cannot be discussed here in much detai~ but only be pointed out, i.e. the question of the physical basis for the freedom in choice of Racah parameters and, in particular, in the choice of the ratio between them, i.e. C/B.
Even when using Hartree-Fock functions for atoms the Racah parameters calculated are from 20 to 40 per cent higher 14 • 36 than those found by taking them as semiempirical parameters obtained by fitting them to the atomic spectra One may cohclude that the correlation effects cause a kind of nephelauxetism even in atoms. It is now a question whether or not it is possible under these circumstances to obtain on a theoretical basis knowledge about the relative sizes of the Racah parameters.
It has been customary to make a definite choice of this ratio, for example, CjB = 4, thereby choosing the ratio as a constant having a value much the same as that found in atoms. However, thereby the freedom of choice of Racah parameters has been reduced and it turnsout that the expanded radial function model breaks down in the sense that, for example, internal spinforbidden transitions within a t 2 -subshell of an octahedral d-group complex show a smaller nephelauxetic reduction of the Racah parameters than do the usual spin-allowed transitions which involve also the e-subshell 43 .
The semiempirical phenomenon of nephelauxetism has been of interest, more because of its regularity in occurrence and its support to chemical intuition about covalency, than because of the theoretical foundation for its interpretation. In the same way one may say that the kind of breakdown of the expanded radial function model mentioned above is chemically so satisfactory, that a completely free choice of C/B ratio, i.e. a choice of ratio very different from that of the gaseous ion, hardly seems justified at the present stage of understanding of these matters.
Finally we want to mention that within the expanded radial function model the mixing of sub-configurations, as already pointed out by Tanabe and Table 8 . Ligands arranged in the field strength series. The numbers given are the ratios I:= t1jB which are dimensionless p-
Cl-
Sugano, depends on the ratio between one-electron parameters and twoelectron parameters; i.e. on pure numbers without the dimension of energy. We may say that we have a kind of natural unit of energy in the Racah parameters within each chromophore system 29 . lt is possible with the assumption of C;B = 4 to establish for octahedral chromophores a field strength series 29 of ligands which, although not quite constant for different metal ions, corresponds to the spectrochemical and the nephelauxetic series. The field strength series (Table 8 ) arranges the ligands in order of increasing purity of cubic sub-configurations, for each central meta! ion.
(b) Application of the AOM to orthoaxial chromophores
There is a dass of six coordinated complexes based upon the octahedron whose ligands are, at least effectively, linearly ligating and whose Iigators are placed on the axes of a Cartesian coordinate system with the central ion at the origin This dass is called orthoaxial.
Since for an orthoaxial chromophore it is a symmetry property that the d-orbitals fall into a a-class, consisting of (z 2 ) = (a), (x 2 -y 2 ) = (öc), and a n-dass consisting of (xy) = (ös), (zx) = (nc), (yz) = (ns) (Table 3) , the results of the AOM can be obtained in a particularly simple way without using its formal techniques.
Each Iigand gives a perturbation contribution of ea distributed upon the a-bonding orbitals, so that the sum of the coefficients equals the number of ligands, i.e. six. Since for an orthoaxial chromophore the standard orbitals (ös), (nc) and (ns) cannot form a-bonds, and since for a regularly octahedral chromophore for which the (a) and (öc) standard orbitalsform bases for the eg rep of Oh, the total a-perturbation, 6ea must be distributed equally between these two orbitals so that the sum of the coefficients to ea for each one must be equal to three. The (öc)-orbital has a node including the Z-axis, and C 4 symmetry as far as its square, and thereby as far as its bonding is concerned, and therefore the coefficient to ea for each of the four ligands in the X Y -plane is 3/4, so that the perturbation energy h of this orbital is
The rest of the perturbation contribution from these four ligands makes up the whole of their part to the perturbation energy of (a), which in order to obtain a sum of its coefficients equal to three, recalling that it has a horizontal plane of symmetry, gives the expression
For the n-orbitals of the octahedral coordination, (ös~ (nc) and (ns~ which cannot form a-bonding, the sum of the coefficients of en from each Iigand must be two and because of the C 4 symmetry properties, in analogy to the (öc)-case, we obtain the following expression
(77) with analogous expressions for h(yz) and h(zx) to be obtained by cyclic permutations of the Cartesian Iabels. 388 In the equations 75 to 77 we have ignored the ö-contributions. If the model has any physical meaning these contributions are small anyhow, but it has been shown 17 that formally to ignore ö-contributions only means to use the energy of the (ö)'-orbitals of each Iigand as a zero point for this ligand's perturbation contribution.
Wehave obtained in the equations 75 to 77 results which are equivalent to those of Yamatera 19 and those of McClure 20 , and which, as stated in section 2, made the first example of the application of the AOM.
We finally note that for a regularly octahedral chromophore the equations 75, 76 and 77 degenerate to
so that we have the splitting of A into a a and an part (equation 2) expressed in terms of the angular overlap parameters e 11 and en. In Table 9 where a few tentative results have been collected 21 it has been assumed that AnN is equal to zero. Since only three independent one-electron parameters can be determined from the experiments, such an assumption is necessary in order to obtain explicit numbers for the rest of the parameters, i.e. A 11 N, AaL and Anv However, the relative positions of the ligands in the two spectrochemical series, the A 11 -series and the An -series, are independent of the assumption of AnN = 0.
The L1a-series has the appearance OH-> F-> N > H 2 0 >Cl-> Br- (79) (80)
The two series are seen tobe identical apart from the position of N which is an exception among the ligands because of its Iack of n-orbitals available for bonding to the central ion.
~d) The concept of holohedrized symmetry
In the equations 75 and 76 the different energy parameters ea may be all different and the same is true of the en parameters of equation 77. However, as may be seen from the equations, it isagenerat property that whenever a contribution e;.L<Q> (A. = a, n; Q = X, Y, Z) occurs in the energy expression for a given orbital, e;.L<-Q> occurs also, and with the same coefficient. This means that we cannot observe the individual contributions from the two ends of a coordinate axis, but only their sum. This is caused by the well defined parity of the I-basis orbitals and Ieads to a general consideration of the concept of holohedrized symmetry fourth Iinearly ligating Iigand on the trigonal axis so that the symmetry becomes C 3 v and the d-functions fall into the symmetry types a 1 (C 3 v), e (C 3 v) and e (C 3 v). We would expect a priori that a non-diagonal element would come into being. However, since the holohedrized symmetry remains D 6 h, 390 we are able to foresee that this matrix element within the AOM wiU vanish identically 25 . Example 2(d) (see p 374, p 379 and p 385). The true symmetry of our chromophore system with the two linearly ligating ligands on the X and Y axes is C 2 v with the twofold axis falling at x = y. However, because the angle LxMLr is equal to 90°, the holohedrized symmetry is D4h with the Z-axis as the fourfold axis. As a consequence of this the standard basis functions remain eigenfunctions of this chromophore system, and the functions of equation 41 may be characterized by their symmetry types under D4h as a 1 , e, b 2 and b 1 (D 4 h) , respectively.
7. CONCLUSION Find a modern text of inorganic chemistry and you will see that most of the discussion about chemical bonding is based upon the concepts of the molecular orbital description But not only that You will also find that the qualitative ideas about bonding, its division into a-bonding and n-bonding and its dependence on the relative positions of the ligands around the central ions, are essentially based upon considerations of the angular properties of the central ion orbitals, and also of the Iigand orbitals.
The concept of angular overlap makes these considerations quantitative, independent of whether the angular overlap model as such is applicable to the systems under consideration or not The concept of the angular overlap can also be used as a simple means of forming central ion hybrid orbitals 44 , of a-type or of n-type, directed or orien ted optimally towards any system of ligators.
In textbooks, the introduction of Iigand field theory is usually based upon the electrostatic model. Then, after the whole structure has been discussed, the qualitative arguments of MO-theory are discussed and used to justify the fact that Iigand field theory works so weil when it comes to comparisons with experiment The angular. overlap mode~ in addition to its unsophisticated approach, has the pedagogic advantage that it introduces the final concepts from the very beginning and it may be characterized as a zeroth order molecular orbital model.
